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Abstract. Statistical properties of Joule heating rate, elec-
tric field and conductances in the high latitude ionosphere
are studied by a unique one-month measurement made by
the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar in Tromsø (66.6 cgmlat)
from 6 March to 6 April 2006. The data are from the same
season (close to vernal equinox) and from similar sunspot
conditions (about 1.5 years before the sunspot minimum)
providing an excellent set of data to study the MLT andKp

dependence of parameters with high temporal and spatial res-
olution.

All the parameters show a clear MLT variation, which is
different for low and highKp conditions. Our results indi-
cate that the response of morning sector conductances and
conductance ratios to increased magnetic activity is stronger
than that of the evening sector. The co-location of Peder-
sen conductance maximum and electric field maximum in
the morning sector produces the largest Joule heating rates
03–05 MLT forKp ≥ 3. In the evening sector, a smaller max-
imum occurs at 18 MLT. Minimum Joule heating rates in the
nightside are statistically observed at 23 MLT, which is the
location of the electric Harang discontinuity.

An important outcome of the paper are the fitted functions
for the Joule heating rate as a function of electric field mag-
nitude, separately for four MLT sectors and two activity lev-
els (Kp < 3 andKp ≥ 3). In addition to the squared electric
field, the fit includes a linear term to study the possible anti-
correlation or correlation between electric field and conduc-
tance. In the midday sector, positive correlation is found as
well as in the morning sector for the high activity case. In the
midnight and evening sectors, anticorrelation between elec-
tric field and conductance is obtained, i.e. high electric fields
are associated with low conductances. This is expected to
occur in the return current regions adjacent to auroral arcs
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as a result of ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, as dis-
cussed byAikio et al. (2004). In addition, a part of the anti-
correlation may come from polarization effects inside high-
conductance regions, e.g. auroral arcs. These observations
confirm the speculated effect of small scale electrodynamics,
which is not included in most of the global modeling efforts
of Joule heating rate.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Auroral ionosphere; Particle pre-
cipitation) – Magnetospheric physics (Electric fields)

1 Introduction

The solar wind energy penetrating the Earth’s magnetopause
goes to ring current particles, plasmoids (eventually ejected
away from the magnetosphere), plasma sheet heating, pre-
cipitating particles, and to Joule heating of the polar iono-
spheres. The role of Joule heating rate in the global energy
budget has been estimated even as 50–60% (Tanskanen et al.,
2002; Østgaard et al., 2002). The global Joule heating rate es-
timates are typically calculated using different proxy formu-
las, based e.g. on magnetic activity indices like AE and AL
(Ahn et al., 1983), Kp (Foster et al., 1983), or the polar cap
(PC) index (Chun et al., 1999), and on very coarse resolution
data (e.g. spatial resolution of several degrees in latitude). To
get exact estimates of Joule heating, global high-resolution
measurements of electric fields, Pedersen conductances and
E-region neutral winds should be made simultaneously. This
goal is still far from being realized. The SuperDarn radars
provide measurements of line-of-sight plasma velocities over
a large area in the high-latitude ionosphere, which are then
fitted to the IMF driven convection model (Ruohoniemi and
Greenwald, 2005). SuperDarn radars are not able to pro-
vide conductance measurements. Global conductances have
been calculated e.g. from auroral images made by satel-
lites (Østgaard et al., 2002, and references therein). These
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the 3-hKp index within the 2-min samples.

different data sets can be then combined to estimate the Joule
heating rate. The AMIE method (Richmond and Kamide,
1988) is used in many Joule heating rate studies. It assimi-
lates a diverse set of ground- and space-based observations in
a least-squares sense onto a spatial grid. In locations where
data do not exist, the procedure reverts to climatology.

Another approach that has been used to estimate the Joule
heating rate is to calculate the Poynting flux entering the
ionosphere from satellite measurements.Olsson et al.(2004)
have presented fitted global Joule heating formulas under
given solar illumination conditions as a function ofKp, AE,
the Akasofu epsilon parameter and the solar wind kinetic en-
ergy flux.

It is not known how well the global estimates represent
the true Joule heating. Within the auroral oval, many smaller
scale structures exist, e.g. auroral forms at various scale sizes
and the associated conductance and electric field structures
(e.g. Aikio et al., 2002, and references therein). It is still
quite unclear, how strong Joule heating may exist within the
smallest scale structures and how much they would affect
the global picture. Therefore local measurements are impor-
tant. The spatial resolution of the EISCAT radar at an alti-
tude of 100 km (conductances) and 280 km (electric fields) is
about 1.0 and 2.9 km, respectively. According toRodger et
al. (2001), a poor time resolution of the electric field gener-
ally leads to underestimation of the Joule heating rate. The
median of the underestimation was about 20% and the upper
value 65% in the case of hourly averaged electric field ver-
sus 6-min time resolution in their study. On the other hand,
Palmroth et al.(2005) argues that multiplying independent
measurements of averaged electric fields and Pedersen con-
ductances yields an overestimation of Joule heating. In this
study, we use a temporal resolution of 2 min.

Simultaneous measurements of electric fields and conduc-
tances from the same magnetic field line can be made with in-
coherent scatter radars. Such studies have mainly been event
studies and only few studies with larger statistics are found
from the literature. We will compare our electric field and
conductance estimates to the results byDavies and Lester
(1999) and Sugino et al.(2002), who have used EISCAT
measurements from a large data base. The two studies have
not estimated Joule heating rates but calculated ionospheric
currents. Kosch and Nielsen(1995) utilized STARE and
SABRE radar measurements together with a conductance
model to get statistics of Joule heating rates.

The role of E-region neutral winds in the transfer of elec-
tromagnetic energy can be substantial at times. The estimates
made by incoherent scatter radar measurements byThayer
(1998) andFujii et al. (1999) suggest that up to 10–30% or
on the average 35%, respectively, of the total electromag-
netic energy entering the ionosphere goes to mechanical en-
ergy of the neutral wind and the rest to Joule heating. When
the neutral wind acts as a dynamo, it can be a source of elec-
tromagnetic energy, too. In this study we have no neutral
wind measurements available and therefore we estimate the
Joule heating rate by using the electric field measured in the
coordinate system fixed to the earth, not to the neutrals.

2 Methods

The data are obtained from the Tromsø EISCAT UHF radar
(geographic: 69.59◦ N, 19.22◦ E, cgm: 66.58◦, 102.94◦)
pointing in the field-aligned direction in the CP1 experiment
from 6 March 12:00 UT to 6 April 2006 12:00 UT provid-
ing altogether 25 full measurement days (2 weekends, 11–12
and 18–19 March are missing). The measurement is based
on alternating codes and it gives altitude profiles of electron
density and electron and ion temperatures. The electric field
is obtained from the tri-static measurement in the F-region
(Risbeth and Williams, 1985). In the measurement, three in-
dependent components of the ion velocity vector are obtained
by the three receiving antennas (in Tromsø, Kiruna and So-
dankyl̈a) from a common volume at an altitude of 280 km.
Those are combined to a vector by a suitable geometry ma-
trix. At the measurement altitude, plasma is drifting at the
E ×B-velocity and hence the plasma velocity can be con-
verted to electric field by using the IGRF-model of magnetic
field.

The data were integrated in the analysis for a set of post-
integration times and the 2-min values gave sufficiently low
error values for the electric fields, so it was selected. As high
as possible temporal resolution is important, since longer
integration times correspond to larger spatial scales, which
may lead to underestimation of Joule heating rates.

The calculation of Pedersen and Hall conductivity alti-
tude profiles is performed by utilizing the measured elec-
tron density profiles by the EISCAT UHF radar looking in
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Fig. 2. Number of 2-min samples used in 20-min windows of elec-
tric field and Joule heating MLT plots.

the field-aligned direction and using standard equations with
two dominant ion species (combined NO+ plus O+

2 ion and
O+), whose relative proportion changes with altitude (e.g.
Brekke and Hall, 1988; Davies and Lester, 1999; Moen and
Brekke, 1990). The ion-neutral and electron-neutral colli-
sion frequencies are calculated according to Brekke and Hall
(1988), and the required neutral parameters are taken from
the NRLMSISE-00 model (Picone et al., 2002). The con-
ductivity profiles are then height-integrated between altitudes
of 70 and 330 km. We calculate the height-integrated Joule
heating rate (from now on simply the Joule heating rate)
from equationqj = j ·E = 6P E2, wherej is the height-
integrated current density,6P is the height-integrated Ped-
ersen conductivity andE is the electric field measured in the
coordinate system fixed to the earth, since we have no mea-
surements of the wind velocity profile.

The 3-h planetaryKp index is used to describe the global
activity level. Figure1 shows the distribution of values dur-
ing the studied time period. In the following, we have divided
the data into two parts: low activity corresponding to values
Kp=0–2+ and higher activity (hereafter referred to as high
activity), corresponding to valuesKp=3-−5. It is clear that
the period is dominated by quiet days with the ratio of low
activity periods to high activity periods of 4:1.

The diurnal plots shown are further averaged to 20-min
intervals from the original 2-min resolution to get better
statistics (e.g. Fig. 3). Thus, for each point, maximum of
25×10=250 samples are obtained within the 20-min win-
dow. This is the case for the conductance estimates, which
are calculated from the measured electron density profiles by
the Tromsø receiver. For electric fields, strong enough sig-
nal from each of the three receiving stations is needed. For
very low F-region densities, the SNR at the remote stations
gets very low and the analysis fails. We tried to further rule
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Fig. 3. Pedersen conductance: the median is shown as a black
curve, and the lower and upper quartiles are shown in grey and red,
respectively.

out unreliable points by using a condition that the error in
electric field may be 40 mV m−1 at maximum. It is possible
that a couple of true large electric fields were lost as well,
but not too many (we have made a quick visual inspection of
ion temperature during the days, which should be increased
for large electric fields). The number of electric field esti-
mates in the 20-min window as a function of MLT is shown
in Fig. 2 and it can be seen that smallest number of samples
come from the morning sector 01–04 MLT.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 MLT variation of conductances

Figure3 shows the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity
as a function of magnetic local time (MLT). The solar EUV-
produced conductance enhancement peaks at about 14 MLT.
For the median curve (50th percentile), minima are observed
at 05 and 21 MLT, whereas the upper quartile (75th per-
centile) has minima somewhat later and earlier, respectively.
The lower quartile (25th percentile) has no pre-midnight en-
hancement at all. The median Pedersen conductance in the
pre-midnight sector is 5 S and the maximum of 7 S is ob-
served at about 01 MLT.

Figure4 shows how the statistics of Pedersen conductance
are affected by low (Kp < 3, blue curves) and high activity
(Kp ≥ 3, red curves). The low-activity curve has a resolution
of 20 min. To get more statistical weight for active condi-
tions (Kp ≥ 3), we use the resolution of 60 min. Thus the
relationship 3:1 in time window between the high and low
activity data compensates to a large extent the ratio 1:4 in
the Kp conditions. The thick curves represent median val-
ues and in addition, we show the quartiles (thin blue lines
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Fig. 4. Pedersen conductance forKp < 3 (blue) and forKp ≥ 3
(red). Thick lines indicate median values. The lower and upper
quartiles are shown by thin blue lines forKp < 3.
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Fig. 5. Hall conductance in the same format as Fig.4.

for low-activity case and thin red dashed curves for the high-
activy case). The low activity curves resemble the median
curve in Fig.3 showing a single nightside enhancement with
a maximum at 01 MLT. As activity increases, the Pedersen
conductance enhancement expands toward west and east and
the maximum in the morning shifts clearly to a later time, to
05 MLT where it reaches 13 S.

The Hall conductance curves resemble those of the Peder-
sen conductance in shape (Fig.5). In particular, high mag-
netic activity enhances the Hall conductance (red curve) in
the morning sector, producing a clear maximum up to 37 S
at 05 MLT. High values extend to very late morning hours.
Hence, during active conditions the Hall to Pedersen con-
ductance ratio (Fig.6) reaches its maximum at 08 MLT with
a value of 3. Values above 2 prevail in the whole morning
sector until 11 MLT.
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Fig. 6. Hall to Pedersen conductance in the same format as Fig.4.

The low activity median of Hall to Pedersen conductance
ratio is close to 1.0 during midday but becomes less than 1.0
in the afternoon and evening hours. A clear minimum is ob-
served at 20 MLT for the median and lower quartile curves,
when values as low as 0.5 can be reached. The median be-
comes larger than 1.0 at 22 MLT and increases up o 1.2 at
midnight. A flat maximum of 1.5 is observed post-midnight
with quartile values of 1.25 and 1.75.

The conductance and electric field estimates will be com-
pared with the results byDavies and Lester(1999) andSug-
ino et al.(2002), since both are based on EISCAT measure-
ments. The data base ofDavies and Lester(1999) is slightly
larger than ours and it is collected over years 1992–1997,
from close to sunspot maximum down to the minimum. Data
are not sorted according to activity level. When making the
comparison, we have changed the UT values by Davies and
Lester to MLT by adding 2.5 h to UT. The data utilized by
Sugino et al.(2002) are based on 10 years of EISCAT mea-
surements (from 228 days), so it covers both solar minimum
and maximum conditions. Their data resolution varies be-
tween 2 and 10 min and the data are sorted according toKp.

Davies and Lester(1999) find rather flat Pedersen conduc-
tance maxima between 18 and 04 MLT. The Hall conduc-
tance shows asymmetry between evening and morning with
a morning maximum at about 04 MLT, in agreement with our
data of active conditions. An interesting feature in their data
set is a minimum in conductances at about 01:30 MLT, vis-
ible in particular in the upper quartile of Hall conductance.
The average MLT-curves of conductances bySugino et al.
(2002) show rather flat maxima in the night side with in-
creased values as theKp value increases. So, the morn-
ing Pedersen maximum during active conditions, observed in
this study, is not well visible in the aforementioned studies.

Senior(1991) has extracted the conductance curves for the
latitude of Tromsø from the statistical model byHardy et al.
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Fig. 7. Total electric field, same format as Fig.3.

(1987). The statistical model is based on DMSP measure-
ments of precipitating electrons and an equation assuming
isotropic Maxwellian electron fluxes to produce the conduc-
tances. TheKp = 3 andKp = 4 Hall conductance curves
have a maximum at 05 MLT in accordance with our curve
for Kp ≥ 3 (Fig. 5, red curve). However, the value of the
morning maximum in Hardy model just barely exceeds the
evening values. The Pedersen conductance has a small local
maximum at 05 MLT forKp = 4, but it isn’t the largest value.

The values of conductances are of interest, too. In the
study by Davies and Lester(1999), the average Pedersen
conductances of all data are very close to those of Fig.3 and
the maxima of average Hall conductances are 10 and 15 S for
evening and morning, whereas in our study they are slightly
smaller (6 and 11 S, figure not shown). However, the me-
dian Pedersen and Hall conductance values forKp ≥ 3 in
our study are higher than those ofKp = 4 by Hardy et al.
(1987). In the pre-midnight sector, the difference is only a
few Siemens, but in the morning sector the difference is very
large: our Hall and Pedersen maxima are 37 and 13 S, respec-
tively, whereas in the Hardy model the maxima are 16 and
8 S. There can be at least three explanations: the poor spatial
resolution (1◦ lat and 0.5 h MLT) byHardy et al.(1987), their
assumption of Maxwellian spectra, and seasonal averaging.

The conductance ratio byDavies and Lester(1999)
doesn’t show such a clear pattern as this study, and the ra-
tio for the lower quartile stays always above 1.0.Davies
and Lester(1999) find the maximum conductance ratio at
about 09 MLT, which is rather close to the maximum time of
08 MLT of this study forKp ≥ 3 (Fig.6).

The Hall to Pedersen conductance ratio is estimated from
the vector magnetic data measured with the CHAMP satellite
in the study byJuusola et al.(2007). The statistics from 2001
to 2002 show several interesting features. First, when the
magnetic activity level changes from quiet through moderate
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Fig. 8. Total electric field, same format as Fig.4.

to active, it can be seen that only during active conditions the
morning sector conductance ratio is clearly higher than that
in the evening sector. Second, when the data is sorted into
winter, equinox and summer conditions, the morning sector
ratio is much higher than the evening sector ratio in the win-
ter, a clear difference exists still in the equinox conditions,
but during summer the ratios are equal. The maximum val-
ues of the ratio remain below 2 in the estimates byJuusola et
al. (2007), but in this study we find that the morning equinox
conductance ratio during active conditions is mainly between
2 and 3.

3.2 MLT variation of electric field

Figure 7 shows the total electric field. The median is low
during day and early evening, starts to increase at 20 MLT
and reaches a maximum of 16 mV m−1 at 22 MLT. The me-
dian is rather flat in the night sector and after a maximum
of 18 mV m−1 at 05:30 MLT it starts to decrease. The upper
quartile shows a more pronounced maximum of 35 mV m−1

at 22 MLT, a local minimum at 23 MLT and high post-
midnight values with a maximum of 38 mV m−1 at 05 MLT.
A clear difference between the median an upper quartile is
observed between 16 and 20 MLT, where the upper quartile
shows and additional maximum at 18 MLT.

To get more insight into the electric field, we show Figs.8–
10. Figure8 shows that at all curves in the morning sector
maximize at about 05 MLT. In the evening sector, the upper
quartile of the low activity level has a maximum at 22 MLT,
the median of the high activity level at 18 MLT and the upper
quartile of the high activity level 14–16 MLT. The results are
in accordance withSugino et al.(2002), who show that with
increasingKp, the evening maximum of the electric field
shifts to an earlier time and the morning maximum to a later
time (we see the change only in the evening sector). At least
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Fig. 9. Electric field northward component in geomagnetic coordi-
nates, same format as Fig.4.
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Fig. 10. Electric field eastward component in geomagnetic coordi-
nates, same format as Fig.4.

part of this effect may be due to expansion of the convection
pattern to lower latitudes as activity increases and then the
measurement site (Tromsø) crosses the equatorward bound-
ary of the auroral oval at earlier (later) MLT when rotating
from the dayside (nightside) to night (day).

Figure9 shows the northward electric field in local geo-
magnetic coordinates. The low-activity median (blue curve)
is positive between 20 and 23 MLT and negative between 23
and 07 MLT, corresponding to the evening northward and
morning southward convection electric field, respectively.
The upper quartile reaches 30 mV m−1 at 22 MLT and the
lower quartile 20 mV m−1 at 02 MLT. During high activity,
the northward electric field (red median curve) prevails in
the whole evening sector extending to 10 MLT on the day-
side. Maximum occurs at 18 MLT. The field turns south-
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Fig. 11. Joule heating rate, same format as Fig.3.
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Fig. 12. Joule heating rate, same format as Fig.4.

ward at 23 MLT and the morning maximum is encountered
at 04 MLT. The values of evening and morning maxima in
the median curve are equal and about 35 mV m−1. The upper
and lower quartile absolute values of the northward electric
field (red dashed curves) reach 60 mV m−1 and they shift to
an earlier time in evening and to a later time in the morning
as compared to the median, in good accordance withSugino
et al.(2002).

The convection reversal, i.e. the electric Harang disconti-
nuity, occurs at about 23 MLT for bothKp < 3 and Kp ≥ 3.
The Harang discontinuity takes place at 23 MLT in Sugino
et al. and at 22:30 MLT for the median curve inDavies and
Lester(1999), so all these studies agree.

The azimuthal component of the electric field in Fig.10
stays below 10 mV m−1 and it is westward in the midnight
sector between 20 and 04 MLT, eastward at other times. Also
this component is in agreement with the results bySugino
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et al. (2002). In the study byDavies and Lester(1999), the
westward electric field changes a couple of hours earlier east-
ward in the morning sector.

3.3 MLT variation of Joule heating rate

Figure 11 shows the Joule heating rate. By comparing to
Fig.7, it is quite clear that the pre-midnight maxima (22 MLT
for the median and 18 and 22 MLT for the upper quartile)
correspond to maxima in electric field (northward compo-
nent). In the post-midnight sector, the variation of Joule heat-
ing doesn’t resemble that of the electric field, but that of the
Pedersen conductance in Fig.3. The maximum occurs 01–
02 MLT for the median and at 01 MLT for the upper quartile,
which correspond to times of Pedersen conductance maxima.
The values are low, with maxima of 2 and 7 mW m−2 for the
median and the upper quartile, respectively.

Figure12 shows the Joule heating rate for high and low
activity levels. The diurnal variation of the upper quartile of
low activity curve (thin blue line) follows that of the median
curve in Fig.11, with twice as high values. The high activity
median (red line) is very different and has an evening max-
imum at 19 MLT of 8 mW m−2 and a morning maximum at
05 MLT reaching 14 mW m−2. The upper quartile reaches
values as high as 50 mW m−2 (not shown). A common fea-
ture in the high activity median and low activity upper quar-
tile is a minimum at about 23 MLT. This is due to the mini-
mum in the total electric field at that time.

To check the relative roles of Pedersen conductance and
the total electric field in Joule heating, we show Fig.13
for Kp ≥ 3. The figure reveals that the evening maximum
18–19 MLT is associated with an electric field maximum,
whereas the morning maximum 03–05 MLT is associated
with both the electric field and Pedersen conductance maxi-
mum.

Kosch and Nielsen(1995) have made a statistical study
of Joule heating rates by using two coherent scatter radars,
STARE (f-o-v located in vicinity of EISCAT) and SABRE,
during 1982–1986 covering the declining phase of a sunspot
cycle. The total number of days is 173 in their study and
most of the data come from 3≤ Kp ≤ 5. This is mostly
due to the threshold electric field of the order of 25 mV m−1

needed to excite observable instabilities. Conductances are
taken from a model. The result is a rather smooth curve of
Joule heating with a broad evening maximum between about
15 and 20 MLT of about 8 mW m−2, then a plateau at a level
of 4 mW m−2 and an increase starting at about 22 MLT un-
til the peak of 18 mW m−2 at about 03:30 MLT. After that,
the Joule heating rate decreases rapidly, much like the upper
quartile in Fig.11 of this paper. The smoothness in curves
by Kosch and Nielsen(1995) may be partly due to combin-
ing data from two radars with MLTs separated by 1 h to a
presentation as a function of UT. However, their values are
rather close toKp ≥ 3 values in Fig.12of this paper.
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Fig. 13. Median curves of Pedersen conductance (top), total elec-
tric field (middle) and Joule heating rate (bottom) forKp ≥ 3.

Weimer (2005) has modeled the Joule heating rate as a
function of the IMF direction. He combines models of field-
aligned currents (FACs) and electric potentials to calculate
the Joule heating rate in the ionosphere. The ionospheric
conductivity is implicitly contained within the FAC model
data. In the absence of a southward component of the IMF,
Joule heating rates remain below about 7 mW m−2. For a
pure southward IMF, a maximum of 19 mW m−2 is found,
and with an additionalBy positive or negative, maxima are
15 and 13 mW m−2, respectively. These values are very
close to the morning maximum value presented in Fig.12.
However, in this study the evening sector values are clearly
smaller than the morning sector values during active condi-
tions, whereas in the study by Weimer, maximum values are
equally large, or the evening maximum is slightly larger. We
suggest that the difference originates from the Pedersen con-
ductance: in our study the morning sector conductances are
clearly higher than those in the evening sector, whereas the
electric field magnitudes are equal.

Statistical studies of global Joule heating rates have been
made also by using the AMIE (Assimilative Mapping of
Ionospheric Electrodynamics) procedure. The AMIE tech-
nique is a weighted least-squares fit of ionospheric electro-
dynamic parameters to a variety of ground- and space-based
data and statistical models. The study byMcHarg et al.
(2005) is based on AMIE procedure and it shows very strong
morning dominance of Joule heating during active conditions
(classified by the IMF magnitude) with a maximum dur-
ing 03–06 MLT, in accordance with our results, even though
the difference between morning and evening is not as pro-
nounced in our data. In the evening sector, their model pro-
duces the maximum about two hours earlier than this study.
The AMIE study byChun et al.(2002) shows some asymme-
try between morning and evening as activity increases (sorted
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Table 1. Joule heating rateqj (in units of W m−2) as a function of total electric fieldE (in units of V m−1).

Kp < 3 Kp ≥ 3

MLT E < 25 mV m−1 E ≥ 25 mV m−1 E < 25 mV m−1 E ≥ 25 mV m−1

09:00–15:00 qJ = 5.4 E2 qJ = 9.1 E2
−0.12E qJ = 6.4 E2 qJ = 10.6 E2

−0.17E
15:00–21:00 qJ = 5.3 E2

−0.01E qJ = 3.9 E2
+0.10E qJ = 9.6 E2

−0.05E qJ = 7.8 E2
−0.03E

21:00–03:00 qJ = 6.9 E2
−0.03E qJ = 2.5 E2

+0.11E qJ = 10.4 E2
−0.01E qJ = 5.1 E2

+0.15E

03:00–09:00 qJ = 3.0 E2 qJ = 1.7 E2
+0.01E qJ = 8.7 E2

−0.03E qJ = 11.9 E2
−0.08E

by the PC-index), but not as clear as the paper by McHarg et
al. However, in Chun et al. the evening maximum is at about
18 MLT as in our study for active conditions. The location
of morning maximum is in accordance with this study, too.

An interesting feature in the study byWeimer(2005) is a
gap in Joule heating (values below 2 mW m−2) during 22–
01 MLT (By negative) or 21–00 MLT (By positive) within
the oval for the southward IMF. We don’t find such a clear
gap, but median values during active conditions go below
4 mW m−2 during 22–00 MLT with a minimum at 23 MLT,
mostly due to a minimum in total electric field. A mini-
mum in Joule heating rate during active conditions between
roughly 21 and 00 UT is found also byChun et al.(2002).

3.4 Joule heating rate vs. electric field in different MLT
sectors

Since measurements of electric fields are obviously more of-
ten available than measurements of conductances, it is of in-
terest to study whether the Joule heating rate could be ex-
pressed as a function of electric fields. We have approached
this problem by dividing data into four MLT sectors: mid-
day (09:00–15:00 MLT), evening (15:00–21:00 MLT), mid-
night (21:00–03:00 MLT) and morning (03:00–09:00 MLT).
In addition, we separate the data into low (Kp=0–2) and high
activity (Kp=3–5) parts, as in the previous section.

Becauseqj = 6P E2, it would be natural to try to make a
fit of that type, but we also allow a linear relationship in the
fit, so that the fitted function isqj = A E2

+B E, whereA

andB are the fitted parameters. We don’t include a constant
in the equation, since when electric field is zero, Joule heat-
ing rate should also be zero. We make three fits to the data.
The first fit is to all data, the second fit is to electric fields
with values below a given limit and the third fit is to elec-
tric fields above the given limit. By looking at data scatter
plots, we decided to set the limit as 25 mV m−1 (a value of
40 mV m−1 was also tried). In most cases, the selected limit
gives enough statistics also for the larger electric fields.

The results of the fits are presented in Figs.14–17 and the
three fitted functions shown in each figure from top to bot-
tom are to all data, to low electric fields and to high electric
fields, respectively. The common feature is that low elec-
tric fields are well described by the quadratic relationship in

many cases, but for high electric fields the linear coefficients
become important. Table 1 summarises the equations that
can be used to estimate the Joule heating rate in the four MLT
sectors.

We will first look at the midday sector. It is dominated by
the solar EUV ionization, which depends on the solar zenith
angle (Fig.3). During the 1-month period the solar zenith an-
gle at noon increases steadily, which produces a small change
in the Pedersen conductance. In the midday sector, EISCAT
is generally equatorward of the oval and the measured elec-
tric fields are rather small. For low activity levels (Fig.14,
left panel), the electric fields are mainly below 25 mV m−1.
There are only a couple of electric field values higher than
the limit, but they affect considerably the fit of all data (the
top equation). Those points exist probably because the 3-h
Kp is not able to resolve sudden or short-lived activations.
The equation to describe best the midday low–activity case
is therefore the middle equation of the plot (E < 25 mV m−1)
with a quadratic constant of 5.4 S.

Figure 14, right panel, shows a corresponding fit to the
high activity data. A quadratic term with a coefficient of
6.4 S is obtained for low electric fields (E < 25 mV m−1).
The value is much higher, 10.6 S, for large electric fields, but
a significant negative linear term also appears.

In the evening sector in the low activity case (Fig.15, left
panel), the fit to small electric fields and to all values of elec-
tric fields give essentially the same relationship, which is de-
scribed by the quadratic term and a coefficient of about 5.3 S
(the two top equations). By looking at Fig.3, it is clear that
solar ionization still has a strong effect on this data and the
value of the coefficient is about the same as for the 09:00–
15:00 MLT time interval discussed above. The fit for high
electric fields includes a positive linear term.

For the high activity case in the evening sector (Fig.15,
right panel), the coefficient of the quadratic term is 9.6 S for
low electric fields, but a negative linear term is included. The
number of large electric fields is clearly larger than for the
low activity case and the fit includes a negative linear term.

In the midnight sector, a number of high electric fields
are observed for the low activity level (Fig.16, left panel).
A significant positive linear term exists for large electric
fields. The high-activity case for low electric fields is almost
quadratic with a coefficient of 10.4 S (Fig.16, right panel),
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Fig. 14. Joule heating rate vs. total electric field in the midday sector for low (Kp=0–2, left) and high (Kp ≥ 3, right) activity levels. Three
fits to data (+) are shown: the red curve for all data (first equation in the legend), the black curve to low electric fields (second eq.) and the
green curve (third eq.) for high electric fields with the limit as 25 mV m−1.
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig.14, but in the evening sector.

but the fit for high electric fields includes a large positive lin-
ear term, like the low activity case.

Low activity level in the morning sector (Fig.17, left
panel) is associated with the smallest coefficients obtained:
2.95 S for low electric fields and 1.7 S for high electric fields,
with insignificant linear terms. The fit to high electric fields
is problematic, since the data seems to be bifurcated into two
parts and the fit goes in the middle of these two populations.
The lower population would correspond even to a lower co-
efficient.

High-activity morning sector (Fig.17, right panel) is dis-
tinctively different from the low-level morning sector: here
the highest constants, 8.7 S and 11.9 S, are found. However,
negative linear terms exist.

To understand better the role of positive and negative lin-
ear terms we study the fitted functionqj = A E2

+ B E.
Without coefficientB, we would fit the data to an aver-
age Pedersen conductance value represented by the coeffi-
cientA(> 0). The meaning of the linear term can be under-
stood better, if we writeqj = (A+

B
|E|

)E2
= 6eff

P E2. Now,
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig.14, but in the midnight sector.
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig.14, but in the morning sector.

if B > 0, then6eff
P = A+

|B|

|E|
. We are here mainly interested

in data with|E| > 25 mV m−1, soEmin = 25 mV m−1 corre-
sponds to a maximum in effective conductance6eff

P . When
the magnitude of the electric field increases, the effective
conductance decreases. So, for a positive fit coefficientB, we
get anticorrelation between electric field and conductance.
On the other hand, ifB < 0, then6eff

P = A−
|B|

|E|
. Now,Emin

corresponds to a minimum in effective conductance and by
increasing|E| we increase6eff

P . The positive value ofB al-
lows correlation between electric field and the effective con-
ductance. Hence, by finding the best fit to the function in

question, we can getB = 0 (constant Pedersen conductance
for all electric field values),B negative (correlation between
electric field and conductance), orB positive (anticorrelation
between electric field and conductance).

The physical reason behind anticorrelated conductance
and electric field can be understood as follows. If the iono-
sphere plays an active role in the magnetosphere–ionosphere
coupling, electric fields may be enhanced to rather high val-
ues in regions of low conductances located adjacent to auro-
ral arcs, to facilitate current flow. This has been often called
as the arc-associated electric field (e.g. Aikio et al., 1993,
2004). On the other hand, polarization electric fields may
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Fig. 18. Effective conductance as a function of electric field magnitude in the four MLT sectors. The blue curve is forKp < 3 and the red
curve forKp ≥ 3.

arise in high-conductance regions if field-aligned currents are
inhibited from flowing and thus the total electric field value
may be decreased, producing anticorrelation for low electric
field values.

If electric field and conductance are correlated, obviously
the effects discussed above are not important, but a rise in
magnetic activity is associated with both increased conduc-
tances and electric field values.

Figure18presents the effective conductance6eff
P for elec-

tric fields larger than 25 mV m−1 in the four MLT sectors and
for low (blue line) and high (red line) activity levels. In the
day sector 09:00–15:00 MLT, electric field magnitude and
conductance are correlated. In the midnight sector 21:00–
03:00 MLT, anticorrelation is observed both for low and high
activity levels. The conductance values at 25 mV m−1 (7 and
11 S) are about the same as for low electric fields with cor-
responding activity levels, so here we have decreased con-
ductances associated with enhanced electric fields, probably
associated with ionospheric density cavities and regions ad-
jacent to auroral arcs.

In the evening sector 15:00–21:00 MLT, the low activity
curve resembles that of the midnight sector, but a little sur-
prisingly, the high activity conductance is almost indepen-
dent of electric field. We have done the same calculations
by usingKp = 4 as the limit (not shown) instead ofKp = 3
and then we get anticorrelation in the evening sector for both

activity levels. Behaviour in the other sectors remains un-
changed.

In the morning sector 03:00–09:00 MLT, the low and high
activity curves are very different. The low activity curve is
constant with a value of 2 S, whereas the high activity curve
behaves like that in the day sector: small increase of con-
ductance with electric field. The value is the highest of all
sectors, in accordance with the measured Pedersen conduc-
tance values in this sector.

4 Conclusions

Below, we will shortly summarize the most interesting re-
sults related to Joule heating based on a statistical analysis
of one month of EISCAT data near vernal equinox with good
spatial and temporal resolution at a corrected geomagnetic
latitude of 66.6◦. Detailed characteristics of conductances
and electric fields are discussed in the previous sections.

Our results indicate that the response of morning sector
conductances and conductance ratios to increased magnetic
activity is stronger than that of the evening sector.Juusola
et al. (2007) found the same effect for conductance ratios,
but e.g. theHardy et al.(1987) conductance model doesn’t
reproduce this effect. The co-location of Pedersen conduc-
tance maximum and electric field maximum in the morning
sector produces the largest Joule heating rates between 03
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and 05 MLT forKp ≥ 3 in this study. The result is in accor-
dance with AMIE model results byMcHarg et al.(2005), but
the study byWeimer(2005) show equal Joule heating rates
in the evening and morning sectors. Modeling efforts have
suggested that the dawn-dusk asymmetry is enhanced by the
neutral wind effect: the difference between ion and neutral
velocities due to ion drag and Coriolis force is larger on the
dawnside than on the duskside (Thayer et al., 1995; Deng and
Ridley, 2007).

Between the evening and morning Joule heating maxima,
a local minimum at 23 MLT is observed. The minimum co-
incides with the electric Harang discontinuity. The midnight
minimum has been found also in several earlier studies, of
variable width (Fujii et al., 2000; Chun et al., 2002; McHarg
et al., 2005; Weimer, 2005).

Fits to Joule heating rates as a function of electric field
in the four MLT sectors were performed. In addition to the
squared electric field term, the fit included a linear term to
study the possible anticorrelation or correlation between the
electric field and conductance. In the midday sector, posi-
tive correlation was found as well as in the morning sector
for the high-activity case. In the midnight and evening sec-
tors, anticorrelation between electric field and conductance
was obtained, i.e. high electric fields were associated with
low conductances. This is expected to occur in the return cur-
rent regions adjacent to auroral arcs as a result of ionosphere-
magnetosphere coupling, as discussed byAikio et al. (2004).
In addition, a part of the anticorrelation may come from po-
larization effects inside high-conductance regions, e.g. auro-
ral arcs.

These observations confirm the speculated effect of small
scale electrodynamics, which is not included in most of the
global modeling efforts of Joule heating rate.Palmroth et al.
(2005) argue that spatial anticorrelation of electric field and
Pedersen conductance leads to the overestimation of Joule
heating, if averaged measurements are used. On the other
hand, if small-scale structures (e.g. intense localized electric
fields) are totally absent from the models, this leads to under-
estimation of Joule heating rates, as discussed byDeng and
Ridley (2007).

It is obvious that Joule heating rates depend on magnetic
activity (driven by the IMF parameters), but seasonal ef-
fects are also likely to be important.Juusola et al.(2007)
showed that the largest conductance ratios occur for win-
ter, then equinox and last summer.Schlegel(1988) found
that conductances are higher in the winter than in summer;
both studies were for the Northern Hemisphere.Olsson et
al. (2004) obtained different formulas for global Joule heat-
ing estimates during summer, equinox and winter. Clearly
a larger database with simultaneous high spatial and tempo-
ral resolution electric field and conductance measurements
would be needed in order to discern all the effects discussed
above affecting the Joule heating rate. In addition, neutral
wind altitude profiles would be needed so that the dynamics
of the neutral atmosphere could be taken into account.
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